
communication tool to deliver maternal
health care messages is personal
communication with the beneficiaries.
The reason is not even the exposure of
media but the awareness level, the
educational background also play vital
role in this. Television, Radio Print and
Outdoor media are also compatible for the
message dissemination strategy but their
approaches are not strategic in terms of
creativity and analyses. So proper
communication strategy is required to
disseminate maternal health care message
in Madhya Pradesh focusing majorly on
personal communication tool and also
with some creative and content based
changes in promotion content.

Government must think about to
f o c u s m o r e u s e o f p e r s o n a l
c o m m u n i c a t i o n m e t h o d s f o r
beneficiaries. Must focus on creating
more interesting and creative promotional
content to capture the eyes of viewers.

Research has covered the
feedbacks of respondents but the aspect of
communication tools applied for the
message delivery can also be explored
more. The research has possibilities to
explore educated and some developed
areas of Madhya Pradesh to know the
comprehensive compat ib i l i ty of
communications tools in complete
society.
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DIGITAL MEDIA- A NEW FACE OF PR

Abstract

Keywords: Digital media, Above the line media, PR practices, Social media

The history of Public relation has followed a traditional path (Above the Line
techniques) up until the introduction of the Internet. As the internet grew, so
did different forms of public relations, specifically social media. Social media
includes any and all public relation tactics that are user-created and shared
freely. Some of these outlets include Facebook, twitter, audio and video text, all
of which are mostly shared and discussed digital. The web is an increasingly
important component of public relation. Organizations use websites to build
relationships with key publics and they can provide a variety of organizational
information and services to a diverse group of stake holders. The web enables
publics to be active and selective in their exposure to marketing, advertising
and public relation messages. This paper explores the changes that have been
brought about in the field of public relation with the advent and developments
of the digital medium.

Introduction
Public Relations (PR) is the

practice of managing the spread of
between an individual and an
. Public relations specialists

establish and maintain relationships with
an organization's target , the

, and other. Common activities
include designing communications
campaigns, writing and
other content for and feature articles,
working with the , arranging
interviews for company spokespeople,
writing for company leaders,
acting as organization's by
speaking in public and ,
preparing clients for ,
media interviews, and speeches, writing

and content,
f a c i l i t a t i n g i n t e r n a l / e m p l o y e e
communications, and managing company
reputation and activities like

brand awareness and event management.
Different mediums used by Public

Relation includes the above the line(ATL)
media and digital media. The old Media or
Legacy Media are traditional means of
communication that have existed since
before the advent of the of
the . Industries that are generally
considered part of the old media are
broadcast and , ,

and , ,
, and most print

publications. On the other hand, the digital
medium just consists of the internet which
has changed the face of communication on
this planet.

If the above two types of mediums
are to be compared. Then above the line
PR tactics involve getting strategic
coverage in credible news sources by
important thought leaders or other
external sources that help to promote a
company's reputation or its brand.

information
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media

news releases
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press
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press conferences
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Common forms of this PR-press releases,
press conferences, news programs and
speeches-convey information from the
company to its intended audience without
getting much feedback in return from the
intended audience.

Digital PR methods focus on using
digital methods of communication and
distribution to convey important
information or news about a company.
Social platforms like Facebook, Twitter
and Linked In are popular outlets for
digital PR, but company blogs, direct
emails and all digital news outlets are also
great channels. This creates more of a two-
way street with the audience since any
information a company distributes
digitally allows viewers to enter the
conversation by commenting on the post,
tweeting or sharing. The two types of PR
are likely to reach different audiences.
Above the line PR strategies include
traditional media, like newspapers and
magazines, which reach an extended
readership beyond their digi ta l
counterparts. Digital PR coverage, which
appears entirely digital, takes advantage
of search rankings and links within
coverage to connect readers to a
company's website and product pages.

With the trend towards multimedia
news releases, the demands to have
multimedia elements available for
inclusion in such releases have grown.
Public relations practitioners are
responsible for either coordinating
production, or actually producing this
material, and the budgets and skills bases
of public relations units may need to be
reviewed to accommodate these new
demands. This trend may be setting up
new expectations for content provision
that smaller or non-profit organizations
may not be able to easily meet and this has
the potential to diminish the share of voice
that less well-funded organizations

receive. There is also the need to consider
whether target publics have access to new
media technologies such as the Internet
which becomes an issue when
communication strategies target publics
without such access due to geographic or
socio-economic factors. All public
relations practitioners are needed to keep
abreast of emerging media and many may
already be undertaking public relations
planning, implementation and evaluation
in unfamiliar media areas.

The main focus of this study is to
find out the current scenario of Public
relation in our country and what changes
has been adopted by the public relation
practitioners in respect to the media when
they are reaching out to the audience. The
study also focusses on the ratio of people
inclined towards the above the line media
to the ratio of people inclined towards the
digital media. On a global level, the
studies have shown that brands prefer
digital PR over above the line PR because
it has a wider reach as compared to the
latter. Also, with the advancement in
technology people have lesser time now to
read news on a newspaper or use
traditional methods to give views about a
brand. A major portion of the population
use digital media due to mobility of that
medium and due to lack of time. So, the
main objective of this study is to find out
whether in India as well, the digital media
has taken over the above the line media?

The research design that was
adopted during this research work was
Exploratory. Primary data was collected
and studied. Quantitative data was
collected with the help of questionnaire.

The data was collected from a
sample of 100 people within the age group
of 20-25 years. The research area was
Delhi-NCR for a duration of 3 months

Significance of the Study

Research Methodology

Objectives

Hypothesis

Review of Literature

To find out,
Whether the rise of digital media
has affected the popularity of
above the line media.
Whether the target audience is
happy with this transition in the
medium.
How effective is it to reach the
audiences through digital media.
What features of Digital media,
are making it so popular.

Till the advent and development of
digital media, above the line media was
used for public relation activities. But ever
since, digital media has gained popularity
among the audiences, PR professionals
prefer to use this medium to reach out to
their target audiences. The hypothesis of
this study can be formulated as-

H1- There is a change in the way
public relation practices are
conducted because of the rise and
popularity of digital media among
the audiences.
H2- The transition in the type of
medium, if there is, is because of
the target audience. They now
prefer to be reached digitally
instead of the earlier methods.

Galloway (2005) puts forward that
conventional techniques of public
relations are being undermined by the
mobile nature of new media and that this
requires public relations practitioners to
rethink how they relate to publics. Internet
news services are not just relying on the
news wire services but turning Asia
Pacific Public Relations Journal, Vol. 8
increasingly to other places for raw
materials. Public relations practitioners
would be aware that 'transcripts, reports
and budgets are regularly being placed on
the Web, either by organizations

themselves or by citizens trying to hold
those organizations to account' (Stephens
2007, p. 35). Consumers expect instant
updates in their inboxes when something
happens. Public relations practitioners
may be under more pressure to produce
this instant content.

Several scholars have explored the
use of social media in public relations.
Eyrichetal (2008) surveyed 283 public
relation practitioners and discovered that
email was the most heavily relied form of
social media. The authors found while
public relation professions have adopted
more established tools such as e-mail and
internet, they have yet to fully embrace
more advanced tools such as social
marketing and virtual world.

PR news online started their PR
digital report earlier this year and is now
regularly covering stories on issues such
as logging, online communities and
podcasting. Only a few years back it
would have seemed unlikely to many
practitioners to have to plan a campaign
components to embrace website
possibilities such as YouTube and
MySpace but it is evident that many
organisations and now even election
campaigns are doing just that.

Majority of the netizens are
addicted to social media. With over 1.49
billion Facebook users, 850 million
Facebook groups, 380 million LinkedIn
users, 304 million Twitter users (Statista,
2015) it is evident that the future of social
media is bright. Hence, companies have to
utilize the valuable features of social
media for corporate communication or
else they will be left behind while their
competitors are stealing the online
limelight.

According to a study in Media
watch, by Dr. Manish Verma, Public
Relation professionals around the world
today are exposed to a range of new
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Common forms of this PR-press releases,
press conferences, news programs and
speeches-convey information from the
company to its intended audience without
getting much feedback in return from the
intended audience.

Digital PR methods focus on using
digital methods of communication and
distribution to convey important
information or news about a company.
Social platforms like Facebook, Twitter
and Linked In are popular outlets for
digital PR, but company blogs, direct
emails and all digital news outlets are also
great channels. This creates more of a two-
way street with the audience since any
information a company distributes
digitally allows viewers to enter the
conversation by commenting on the post,
tweeting or sharing. The two types of PR
are likely to reach different audiences.
Above the line PR strategies include
traditional media, like newspapers and
magazines, which reach an extended
readership beyond their digi ta l
counterparts. Digital PR coverage, which
appears entirely digital, takes advantage
of search rankings and links within
coverage to connect readers to a
company's website and product pages.

With the trend towards multimedia
news releases, the demands to have
multimedia elements available for
inclusion in such releases have grown.
Public relations practitioners are
responsible for either coordinating
production, or actually producing this
material, and the budgets and skills bases
of public relations units may need to be
reviewed to accommodate these new
demands. This trend may be setting up
new expectations for content provision
that smaller or non-profit organizations
may not be able to easily meet and this has
the potential to diminish the share of voice
that less well-funded organizations

receive. There is also the need to consider
whether target publics have access to new
media technologies such as the Internet
which becomes an issue when
communication strategies target publics
without such access due to geographic or
socio-economic factors. All public
relations practitioners are needed to keep
abreast of emerging media and many may
already be undertaking public relations
planning, implementation and evaluation
in unfamiliar media areas.

The main focus of this study is to
find out the current scenario of Public
relation in our country and what changes
has been adopted by the public relation
practitioners in respect to the media when
they are reaching out to the audience. The
study also focusses on the ratio of people
inclined towards the above the line media
to the ratio of people inclined towards the
digital media. On a global level, the
studies have shown that brands prefer
digital PR over above the line PR because
it has a wider reach as compared to the
latter. Also, with the advancement in
technology people have lesser time now to
read news on a newspaper or use
traditional methods to give views about a
brand. A major portion of the population
use digital media due to mobility of that
medium and due to lack of time. So, the
main objective of this study is to find out
whether in India as well, the digital media
has taken over the above the line media?

The research design that was
adopted during this research work was
Exploratory. Primary data was collected
and studied. Quantitative data was
collected with the help of questionnaire.

The data was collected from a
sample of 100 people within the age group
of 20-25 years. The research area was
Delhi-NCR for a duration of 3 months

Significance of the Study

Research Methodology

Objectives

Hypothesis

Review of Literature

To find out,
Whether the rise of digital media
has affected the popularity of
above the line media.
Whether the target audience is
happy with this transition in the
medium.
How effective is it to reach the
audiences through digital media.
What features of Digital media,
are making it so popular.

Till the advent and development of
digital media, above the line media was
used for public relation activities. But ever
since, digital media has gained popularity
among the audiences, PR professionals
prefer to use this medium to reach out to
their target audiences. The hypothesis of
this study can be formulated as-

H1- There is a change in the way
public relation practices are
conducted because of the rise and
popularity of digital media among
the audiences.
H2- The transition in the type of
medium, if there is, is because of
the target audience. They now
prefer to be reached digitally
instead of the earlier methods.

Galloway (2005) puts forward that
conventional techniques of public
relations are being undermined by the
mobile nature of new media and that this
requires public relations practitioners to
rethink how they relate to publics. Internet
news services are not just relying on the
news wire services but turning Asia
Pacific Public Relations Journal, Vol. 8
increasingly to other places for raw
materials. Public relations practitioners
would be aware that 'transcripts, reports
and budgets are regularly being placed on
the Web, either by organizations

themselves or by citizens trying to hold
those organizations to account' (Stephens
2007, p. 35). Consumers expect instant
updates in their inboxes when something
happens. Public relations practitioners
may be under more pressure to produce
this instant content.

Several scholars have explored the
use of social media in public relations.
Eyrichetal (2008) surveyed 283 public
relation practitioners and discovered that
email was the most heavily relied form of
social media. The authors found while
public relation professions have adopted
more established tools such as e-mail and
internet, they have yet to fully embrace
more advanced tools such as social
marketing and virtual world.

PR news online started their PR
digital report earlier this year and is now
regularly covering stories on issues such
as logging, online communities and
podcasting. Only a few years back it
would have seemed unlikely to many
practitioners to have to plan a campaign
components to embrace website
possibilities such as YouTube and
MySpace but it is evident that many
organisations and now even election
campaigns are doing just that.

Majority of the netizens are
addicted to social media. With over 1.49
billion Facebook users, 850 million
Facebook groups, 380 million LinkedIn
users, 304 million Twitter users (Statista,
2015) it is evident that the future of social
media is bright. Hence, companies have to
utilize the valuable features of social
media for corporate communication or
else they will be left behind while their
competitors are stealing the online
limelight.

According to a study in Media
watch, by Dr. Manish Verma, Public
Relation professionals around the world
today are exposed to a range of new
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communication channels. Web-based
media tools like blogs, podcasts, online
videos and social networks have become a
platform or voicing opinions for people
around the globe. Although mainstream
media is playing the main role in
dissemination of information even then,
the social or new media are influencing the
traditional media. Innovation in
technology has been influencing the
public relation practitioners to do their
work. One of the basic functions of Public
Relation; press release, once typed on
paper is now mostly sent via e-mail and
fax.

In 2009, a survey by Donald
Wright and Michelle Hinson findings
revelaved that there is a strong interest in
social media by PR practitioners. Though,
wright and Hinson also reported that
meaningful gaps exist when measuring
differences between what is happening
and what should be happening in terms of
all of the social media, especially when it
comes to knowing what are considered the
most important social media.

In 2003, Galushkin suggested that
SMS text messaging should be considered
by organisations a means to enhance
internal communications given that
spatial and temporal constraints had been
weakened or removed and new
communication structures and forms had
developd. Less than three years later,
during the 2006 Australian Census of
Population and Housing, SMS was used
extensively by the Australian Bureau of
Statistics for communicating with tens of
thousands of census employees

Preliminary data from the field
suggests that social media is becoming a
powerful addition to the communicator's
toolkit. Although there is a great deal of
interests in using social media as a tool for
public relation, we cannot say that

traditional media has lost its effect on
people. But since, a major population is
inclined towards the new media, so
spreading a message through internet
becomes automatically ore effective.

When the respondents were asked
if they have an access to internet,
98% of them saidYes

On asking about how much time
on an average they spend using
internet, approximately 60% of
the sample selected uses Internet
for 3 Hrs. while 20% of them used
for 5 Hrs.

Out of the sample that was
surveyed, 64% of them used the
internet for social networking.
That is they used facebook, twitter
etc the most.

When the respondents were asked,

DataAnalysis

InternetAccess

Hours spent using Internet

Purpose of Use

Widely used Media

·

·

·

·

what medium they use the most to
keep themselves updated, 43%
said they used the digital media
while 32% said they used the
electronic media.

92% of the respondents felt that
Yes, Digital media has taken over
the market.

According to the data collected,
around 88% of the respondents felt
that they are influenced as a
consumer by the digital media.

When asked about, whether the
digital media is an important part
of their lives, 93% of the samples
said yes.

96% sample also believed that
Public relation has a major role to
play in publicizing a product in the
market.

64% of the sample selected
preferred digital medium over
above the line medium as a
consumer.

Half of the sample selected
believed that yes, traditional
media has lost its impact because
of the digital media.
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Influence

Online Media

Public Relation

Preferred Medium

Impact of Media
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spreading a message through internet
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On asking about how much time
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When asked about, whether the
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Convenient

Perception

Findings and Interpretation

70% of these 50% people who
believed that traditional media has
lost its impact, also believed that
this change is a positive change.

78% of the selected sample also
believed that the new media has
made our lives convenient.

When asked about if they feel that
Public Relation activities across
the social media has something to
do with what or how they perceive
a situation, 92% of people
responded with aYes.

When the respondents were asked,
what makes them chose digital
media over the above the line
media, 87 of the 100 respondents
believed it is more convenient than
the other forms of media. Also,
respondents feel that digital media
is very user friendly and can be
used on the go.

According to the data collected,
Out of the sample that was

selected, 98% of people have access to the
internet and they spend nearly 3 hrs. on
internet daily and mostly surfing through
the social networking sites. 43% of them,
prefer digital media to keep themselves
updated.

Since, majority of people have an
access to digital media and even prefer it
over other forms of media, thus, the first
hypothesis (H1) that says, there is a
change in the way to public relation
practices are conducted because of the rise
and popularity of digital media is
accepted. According to the data collected,
there is a transition in the type of medium
selected and 70% of the sample selected
believes that this change is positive and
they prefer digital media now. With this,
the second hypothesis (H2); The transition
in the type of medium, if there is, is
because of the target audience. They now
prefer to be reached digitally can be
accepted too.

Also,
50% of the sample selected
believe that above the line media
has lost its impact because of the
digital media while 92% of people
believe that digital media
dominates the market now
70% of the sample believed that
it's a positive change that all the
Public Relation activities are
shifting from above the line to
digital.
96% of people prefer digital media
over above the line media because
it is more convenient, easy to use,
has great influential powers and
makes communication a two-way
process.

Digital Media has become a
widely used media across the world. It has
a wide reach and is easily accessible which
has made it so popular in such less time.
Since it has a really wide reach, public
relation professionals prefer this media
over the above the line medium. While
using above the line methods was a one-
way communication, with the help of

digital media, feedback can be achieved
more effectively and efficiently.

With the study, we can conclude
that digital media has changed the face of
Public Relation because of its popularity
among the consumers and the target
audience is the reason of this change
because they feel that digital media is
more convenient, more interactive and
easily accessible medium.

So with this, it can be concluded
that both the hypothesis stand accurate
and digital digital media has changed the
face of Public Relation.

The data collection was confined
to only one city and the results might vary
if the study is conducted in a city other
than a metropolitan city. The sample size
of this paper is 200 people which is a very
small proportion of the entire population.
Therefore, research studies with much
larger sample size would be required to
ensure appropriate generalization of the
findings of the study.Also, there were time
constraints because of which not all
variables were included in the city.

-

-

-

Conclusion

Limitations
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over above the line media because
it is more convenient, easy to use,
has great influential powers and
makes communication a two-way
process.

Digital Media has become a
widely used media across the world. It has
a wide reach and is easily accessible which
has made it so popular in such less time.
Since it has a really wide reach, public
relation professionals prefer this media
over the above the line medium. While
using above the line methods was a one-
way communication, with the help of

digital media, feedback can be achieved
more effectively and efficiently.

With the study, we can conclude
that digital media has changed the face of
Public Relation because of its popularity
among the consumers and the target
audience is the reason of this change
because they feel that digital media is
more convenient, more interactive and
easily accessible medium.

So with this, it can be concluded
that both the hypothesis stand accurate
and digital digital media has changed the
face of Public Relation.

The data collection was confined
to only one city and the results might vary
if the study is conducted in a city other
than a metropolitan city. The sample size
of this paper is 200 people which is a very
small proportion of the entire population.
Therefore, research studies with much
larger sample size would be required to
ensure appropriate generalization of the
findings of the study.Also, there were time
constraints because of which not all
variables were included in the city.

-

-

-

Conclusion

Limitations
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CIVIC ACTIVISM & SOCIAL MEDIA:
A CASE STUDY OF BENGALURU CITY

Abstract

Keywords: Civic activities, Bengaluru, Social media, Facebook, Twitter

Civic action is fundamental to the functioning of democracy. In recent years
civic activities have gained popularity. In civic action, citizens try to solve their
problems on their own instead of complaining anybody. This new era of social
interaction carried through the internet has advanced the possibilities of an
individual's involvement in a civic life. Social media keeps people socially
engaged and helps to achieve a common goal. Bengaluru is showing concern
and taking up citizen activism like never before. Bengaluru tops even when it
comes to civic activism online. Bengaluru has nudged New Delhi through
marking highest participation on change. org. #SaveWhitefield and #Steel
flyover Beda protests launched by civic groups through social media are
milestones in the history of Bengaluru's civic activism. This paper highlights
the major civic activities of Bengaluru and influence of social media on it.

The civic action is fundamental to
the functioning of democracy. Using
social media for a political change is a new
theory. In recent years civic activities have
gained popularity. Social media gears up
an army of citizen activists to shield their
society.

Civic action involves collective
action and brings social change through it.
Social media aims at creating awareness
and developing unspoken social
ethics/norms of the society i.e. civic sense
to make difference in the social order.

According to Michael Delli
Carpini ( 2005), Civic
activism an individual and collective
action designed to identify an address
issue of public concern. Civic activism
may take in any forms like individual
voluntarism, organization involvement,
efforts to directly addressing an issue,
work with others in a community to solve
the problem, or interacting with the
institutions representing democracy.

This new era of social interaction
carried through the internet has advanced
the possibilities of an individual's
involvement in a civic life. Methods of
engaging in civic activities can be in the
form of signing

Adler & Goggin,

online petition,
participating in online discussions and
voicing opinions to audiences, filing PIL,
initiating a hashtag protest, participating
in clean city drive, taking part in protests,
educating others through sharing related
information, bringing the issue to the
notice of concerned authorities (through
WhatsApp or email or FB), etc.

Today social media are the power
of young people and it has been
considered as ‘force for change’. Social
media works as a tool in engaging/
involving like-minded in a civic
campaign. It extends their knowledge and
broadens their horizon. These enrolled
members have a sort of distrust towards
traditional institutions and believe in the

Social media
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